
RESPONSE TO ON BEING AN ATHEIST

INTRODUCTION. In the article entitled â€œOn Being an Atheist,â€• H.J. McCloskey attempts to refute the notion of the
existence of God. He opens.

But then this stunningly irrational conclusion is drawn, as related by J. For example, some countries permit
slavery, sex-trafficking, and genocide. And even if it were, the extremes people resort to out of desperation
have nothing to do with whether or not God exists. With regard to free will, McCloskey specifically discusses
the free will argument, asking might not God have very easily so have arranged the world and biased man to
virtue that men always freely chose what is right? Stephen Evans and R. Philosophy of Religion : Thinking
About Faith, p. Simultaneously though, atheism proceeds from a number of argumentative standpoints which
suggest that its beliefs are quite similar steeped in a certainty that can only come with faith. This is not
possible. They are not claiming it as God. He claims that the mere existence of the world constitutes no reason
for believing in such a being [i. Arguments that have been used to support the existence of a divine being
includes the cosmological argument and the theological argument. It is also defined as someone who believes
there is no God. Evolution has done away with the need for God This argument hardly needs introduction or
explanation since it is the de facto position of not only secular scientists, but the secular world in general.
Further, he has no indisputable evidence that a blemished fashioner was there, which makes his cases
questionable, also. The existence of evil in a moral universe, the persistence of pain in a world created by a
just God and the constancy of suffering under the auspices of intelligence design all justify questioning. You
do. Evans and Manis offer an illustration of an outline, in spite of the fact that not debatable, that demonstrates
the presence of a planner of the universe. This does not mean I cannot imagine impossible or unlikely
phenomena. In other words, the religious individual is incapable of reconciling the idea that the reasons for the
existence of the universe may simply be beyond human comprehension. McCloskey, On Being an Atheist,  He
uses this to deconstruct the various characteristics of God as proposed by the Judeo-Christian perspective and
in doing so, leans too heavily on the idea that the debunking of any one attribute might effectively debunk the
existence of God altogether. McCloskey, H. This is so primarily because God himself would then be an
uncaused cause, an entity without apparent beginning or explanation absent the development of a similar
cosmological mythology as he argues accounts for the existence of a creator. As Evans points out, "even if it is
successful, the cosmological argument hardly constitutes more than an entering wedge into the knowledge of
God. Is the answer to the question of existence meaningful or meaningless? The closely resembling case tries
to counter the contention by utilizing genuine cases of human creation. Also from Nietzche: 5. If someone
accepts the conclusion, the proper attitude for him to adopt is surely a desire to learn more about God. Also, an
extraordinary claim for one person might not be an extraordinary claim for another. The traditional theistic
concept of God is that God is omnipotent all-powerful , omniscient all-knowing and benevolent all-merciful
while the atheist hold that if God exists and is all these things then he could stop evil and prevent suffering.


